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Abstract-It is proved that unless al/a2 is a multiple root of order three of the algebraic equation 
a3 - a4X + asX2 - acX3 = 0, the class of nonlinear evolution equation ut + u5 + aluuz + aZuut 
+ a3%~~ + a47k~t + a5wt + acuttt = 0 (where a, E R, i = 1,2,. ,6) has finite number of 
conservation laws; otherwise, the class has infinite number of conservation laws. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the nonlinear dispersive wave equation: 
Ut + 21, + a1uu, + Q!UUt + a321,,, + a4u,,t + a5u,tt + aGuttt = 0. (1.1) 
The conservation law for a given differential equation is defined as g + 2 = 0, where T and X 
are polynomials in z, t, u and the various derivatives of the latter over t,he former. In order to 
see how many conservation laws for the class (1.1) exist, it is convenient to reduce the class 
equivalently to a number of disjoint equivalence subclasses as in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. [l] Equation (1.1) can be reduced eqthalently to any of the following disjoint 
classes: 
AI : ‘ut + uz + 6111~~~ + 612~~ + 613~,~ + 615u.w = 0 (1.2a) 
A2 : ut + 21.r + 621~~ + 6221~ + 624~~ + 625u.m = 0 (1.2b) 
A3 : it + U, + 631~~~ + b32~~t + 634~,,~t = 0 (1.2c) 
A4 : ut + u, + 641uuL1, + 642uut + 643u.m. = 0 (1.2d) 
(where b,, are constants, i = 1,2,3,4, and j = 1,2, . . ,G). 
The above classification was proved througl1 defining the equivalence relation on the class (1.1) 
depending on the different types of the roots of the cubic equation 
a3 - a4X + a5X” - a5X3 = 0. (1.3) 
That classification was also improved in [2] according to whether al/a2 is a root of (1.3) or not, 
and hence, each of the above four classes can be divided into two disjoint subclasses: the first 
(Ai.1) i = 1,2,3,4, where al/u2 is not a root of (1.3), in which the term uu, disappears in A,; 
and the second (Az.2), where al/a2 is a root of (1.3), in which the term u’ut disappears in A, 
(i = 1,2,3,4). Since the reduction introduced above preserves the conservation laws property [l], 
it is convenient to study this property to encl1 subclass separately. This property was fully 
investigated for AZ.%, A3.%, and AA.% (i = 1,2) [l-4] and f oulld that all classes have finite number 
of conservation laws except for Ad.% which has infinite number of conservation laws. Thus, the 
problem is inherited to study the existence of conservation laws for the class Al,i (i = 1,2). 
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2. CONSERVATION LAWS OF THE CLASS A, 
As it is pointed out in the introduction, the class Al reduces to the following two disjoint 
classes according to whether al/u* is not a root of (1.3) or is a root, respectively: 
ut + u.z + b12w + b13Gm + b15Gtt = 0 (ALI) 
w_ + 21, + bllUU, + 6132L,,, + b15U,tt = 0. (A1.2) 
Therefore, in order to study the existence of conservation laws of Al, it is preferred to study this 
property to Al.1 and Al.2 separately. 
2.1. Conservation Laws of the Class Ai.1 
Following Duzhin and Tsujishita [3], we denote by R the kth order differential equation with 
independent variables x, and unknowns UJ (i = 1,2,. . . , n, and j = 1,2,. . . , m); then R c Nk 
(with Nk being the space with coordinates xi, UJ and all partial derivatives of the latter over the 
former up to the order k). Locally, R can be defined as Fl = F2 = . . = F, = 0, where Fi 
(i = 1,2 7 > T) are smooth functions on Nk. Globally, R is the set of all points in Nk satisfying 
F = 0 with local components Fl, F2, . , FT. Furthermore, we define the infinite prolongation 
R, c N, as the subspace obtained by equating F and its various total derivatives to zero. Since 
the coefficients in the class Al.1 are constants, and by the definition of conservation laws, then, 
without losing generality, we consider the equation (Al.1) in the simple form 
(RI uzm = u.c - UlLt - vztt. (2.1.1) 
Hence, R c N3 and F can be taken as 
F = IL, - uut - ‘uztt - u,,,. 
To obtain the infinite prolongation R, of (2.1.1), we equate F and its various total derivatives 
to zero, i.e., by taking into account all differential consequences of (2.1.1). 
u,.r.r, = IL,, - ‘1LUxt - U.r1Lt - ‘umtt~ 
Uz,,t = 'U.rt - 11: - uutt - uzttt . . . , etc. 
We approach to the infinite prolongation R, c N,. In fact, this prolongation admits a global 
coordinate system, e.g., X, t, IJ~, wk, and /LA. where 
ilk (x- > 0) = lltt...t (Ic times t), 
lllk (k > 1) = ‘lL,rtt...t (k times t), (2.1.2) 
P!X (k- > 2) = ‘~Lmtt...t ((k - 1) times t). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Tile subset A of C” (the set of smooth functions) is called the algebra of 
smooth functions. In the case f, 9 E A and cr E R, then f + 9, fg, and crf are in A. 
Let A denote the algebra of smooth functions on R, and B denote the algebra of smooth 
functions on N,. Then A = B/I, where I is the ideal of functions vanishing on R,. Thus, in 
the coordinate system (2.1.2), the total derivatives with respect to x and t on the algebra A are 
written as 
D, = & +cwk+& +cPk+,& 
k>O k>l 
+c ‘wk-l - Wk+l - 
k>2 
(5’ (” i 2)Vjllk_~_~ 
a=0 
Dt=~+Cv*+l~+C"lk+~~+CLLk+~~. 
k>O k>l k k>2 
(2.1.3a) 
(2.1.3b) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. 
(1) The universal operator IF of a given equation R C Nk is defined by the matrix 
(2.1.4) 
for the multi-indices <, where F, are the components of R and DC is the total derivative 
operator such as D,,,,...,,, = D,, D,, . . . D,,,. 
(2) The conjugate operator I; of IF is defined from (2.1.4) by the transposition and taking 
the conjugate of each scalar matrix where 
(DiDj)* = D;D:, D2+ = -Di and g* = 9. 
Making use of the above definition, the universal operator for equation (2.1.1) and its conjugate 
are, respectively, 
IF = 0: + DzD; - D, + uDtr 
I; = -0; - DxD; + D, - uDt. 
Now, the relation between the space of conservation laws and I; was given in [5] and stated as 
follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. [5] The space of conservation laws can be injected into ker(&). 
Using the above theorem, it is seen that the problem is reduced to counting the number of 
elements which belong to ker(l>). For this purpose, the following lemma is introduced. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let C”(Z) be the space of all C” functions of z, then 
(1) ker D, = C”(t), 
(2) ker Dt = C”(x), 
(3) ker(D, + Dt) = Coo(x, t), 
(4) ker D$ = C”(z, t). [=xort, 
(5) %Dz + D& = D.r$ + &DP 
PROOF. It suffices to prove (1) where the proof of the others can be done in a similar way. Now 
let D,g = 0 where f E A,, A,, is the sub-algebra of functions x, t, uk, wk, and ILL with k < n 
which satisfies A = UrzOATL, A is the algebra of smooth functions on R,. Thus, the coefficients 
of %+1 in (2.1.3a), i.e., & must, vanish, i.e., g does not depend on wk. Similarly, the coefficients 
of CL R, i.e., & must disappear. Thus, we come to ,I 2 = 0. The coefficients of UI,,+~ in (2.1.3a) 
must vanish, then 
39 ag 0 -=. 
dv, %h 
Since the coefficients of 21,,-2 disappear as well, then 2 = 0. Similarly, e = & = . . = ?, I, 
& = 0. This shows that $z&=...=&-0.H ‘,1 1 ence, g E A,_l, and, by induction, 
we come to g = g(z, t, u). Thus, 0 = D,g = 9 + ;I%. This clearly implies that 2 = 0, i.e., 
g = g(t) E C-(t), i.e., kerD, C Cm(t). By tie definition of D, it is clear that if g E C-(t), 
then D,g = 0, i.e., g E ker D,. This completes the proof of (1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let @ be nontrivially in A,, 12 > 2 (i.e., contains terms which are in A, and not 
in A,_l) and I;(Q) = 0, then Q is linear in v,~, wn, and pn. 
PROOF. Using the assumption I>(@) = 0, then equating the coefficients of wU,+2r w,+~, and pL,+:! 
in I;(@) to zero, we obtain the following relations: 
D,@ = 0, 
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Solving these relations together and using Lemma 2.2, the theorem is proved, i.e., Q = o(t)v, 
+ P(z> t)w, + ~(5, t)~n + lcI, ti E 4,-l. 
LEMMA 2.4. If Q is defined as shown in the above theorem, then 
(1) Cp is linear in ~~-1, ~~-1, and p,_l, 
(2) @ does not depend on II,, UJ,, and pn. 
PROOF. Since IF(@) = 0, hence, equating the coefficients of uUn+ir w,,+i, and p,,+i in I$(@) to 
zero, then Q, is linear in w,_i and pL1,-i. Similarly, equating the coefficients of unr w,, and pL, 
in I$.(@) to zero, then N = /J = 0 = 0, i.e., (2) holds, and by induction, we come to cf, E AZ. 
THEOREM 2.5. If @ E AZ and I;(Q) = 0, then 
@ = o!(t)wz + @(IT, t)%U2 + 0(x, t)/L:! + 6(t)q -t d(x, t)zu, + II;(:11. f. u). 
PROOF. Since Q, E A, similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3, the proof is clear. 
THEOREM 2.6. If @ is ras irl the above theorem, then Q = IL + 8. 8 E R 
PROOF. Let Q be as in Theorem 2.5, then equating the coefficients of 11,~ in 1:.(Q) to zero leads 
us to 
This implies that [$$ + 2D,r][$ + C(X, t)] = 0 where { 2 + 2D,~}c(.~:, t) = M,,. + dfl. By using 
Lemma 2.2, then 1c, = k(n:, t)u + H, 0 E R. This result yields 
4 = a(t)vn + P(Z, t)7ll2 + n(t)v, + d(r, t)w, + k:(:r. t)u + H. 
D,@ = wwI( + ppj + &11!2 + 6UQ + d/L2 + cl,rll’, + klf’, + X,,,.I/ + 0. ;111<1 
Dt@ = WIQ + (tf u2 + /7u:, + ijll?~j2 + 6~ + dtrll + I~.UQ + tit I/‘] + X,(3, -t kt I/ + 8(. 
Now, equating the coefficicnt,s of 1~‘~ 01~~. l:if1:2, $, (11~j’i , X1(1 I/:! iii IF.(@) t0 X‘ro. wE get 
cy = 0 = 0 = $ = 0 and X- E R. This implies that Q, = ~1 + 0. H E R. The above theorems 
demonstrate that the dimension of kcr(lF) is two arid is gcncratc(l I))- 1 aucl II. C’onscquently, 
the space of conservation laws of (2.1.1) contaius two clcmrnts ouly haviug the forms 
3. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that all the subclasses A,, (i = 1,2,3,4, ant1 j = 1.2) but a4:12 have a finite 
number of conservation laws. Thus, we come to the main conclusion that mllcss (L, /a2 is the 
multiple root of order three of the cubic equation (1.3), the class (1.1) has a finite number of 
conservation laws. But if al/n2 is multiple root of order three, the cla.ss has an infinite number of 
conservation laws. This exception leads to the equivalence wit,11 the Kort,ewcg de Vries equation 
which is already known that it has an infinite number of conservation laws. 
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